A systematic study of possible deuteronlike twomeson bound states, deusons, is presented. Previous arguments that many such bound states may exist are elaborated with detailed arguments and numerical calculations including, in particular, the tensor potential. This tensor potential which is crucial for the deuteron binding is shown to be very important also in the mesonic case. Especially, in the pseudoscalar 3P o pseudoscalar-vector (P I ?) and vector-vector (VI?) channels the important observation is made that the centrifugal barrier from the Pwave can be overcome by the 1/r 2 and 1/r 3 terms of the tensor potential. In the heavy meson sector one-pion exchange alone is strong enough to form at least deuteronlike B/7* and B'B* composites bound by approximately 50 MeV. Composites of D/) * and D */5 * states bound by pion exchange alone are expected near the thresholds, while in the light meson sector one generally needs some additional short range attraction to form bound states. The quantum numbers of these states are I= 0, and jPc = 0-+, 1 § § for the P 17 states and I= 0, jec=_o++:O-+, 1 +-and 2 ++ for the Vl?composites. In BB* the states: t/b(~ l0 545), )Cbl ('~ 10 562) are predicted and in B*/}* one finds the states: t/b(~10 590), ~r 10 582), hb(,~ 10 608), Xb2(~ 10 602). Near the DD * threshold the states: t/c (~ 3870), Xc0 (3870) are predicted, and near the D *D * threshold one finds the states: ZbO(~4015), r/c(~4015 ), hc(~4015), Zc2(~4015). Within the light meson sector pion exchange gives strong attraction for P 17"and V P systems with quantum numbers where the best non-q~ candidates exist, although pion exchange alone is not strong enough to support such bound states. Thus, although one cannot conclude with certainty it to be the case, this fact does favour the picture that the ~/(1440) and the fl (1420) are mainly K/(* composites and the fo(1710) mainly a K'K* bound state, while the fo (1515) and f2 (1520) could be predominantly (pp+__ r162 composites. If the predicted D/)* and D *D * states are found, these would support this interpretation of the light states. In channels with exotic flavour or CP quantum numbers pion exchange is generally repulsive or quite weak. Therefore one does not expect that such deuteronlike bound states exist, although B*B * may be an exception.
Introduction
The experimental fact [1] that there exists a handful of mesonic states, which certainly cannot find a place within the conventional q~ model is a challenging problem within particle physics. This has motivated many papers on gluonium or "molecular multiquark" models. The latter can be divided into two kinds, either baglike multiquark models or models for bound states of two or more hadrons. In a recent paper [2] I suggested that a subclass of the latter, or "deuteronlike meson-meson states" where pion exchange plays a dominant r61e, may turn out to be important, and may explain the seen candidates. For such states I suggested the acronym deuson, (for reasons explained in more detail in [3] ). Needless to say, if the present non-q~ candidates can be understood as being deusons rather than gluonium states, it would be an important experimental input to understanding QCD.
In this paper I shall elaborate this deuson model, and in particular study the predictions for the heavy states containing two heavy mesons, where the theoretical predictions turn out to be less ambiguous. The question whether such bound states actually can exist has been studied surprisingly sparsely in the literature. The idea is of course not quite new, but have been discussed generally only in passing within general phenomenological models for meson-meson bound states [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , where pion exchange is not given special attention. Recently, after my first letter [2] Ericson and Karl [15] has also studied the strength of pion exchange with similar conclusions, and Manohar and Weise [16] have studied especially flavour exotic two B*-meson bound states.
When trying to understand whether pion exchange can bind two hadrons the deuteron is certainly the prime reference state, the existence of which nobody doubts. It has been studied in great detail over the years (see [17] and the recent reviews [18, 19] ). There one knows that the dominant binding energy comes from pion exchange between two colourlessclusters -a proton and a neutron.
I shall use the same kind of approach, which has been so successful in understanding the deuteron, generalized to meson-meson states. This means that a rather simple nonrelativistic potential model is developed and one finds the bound states by solving the SchrSdinger equation. Of course, this does not mean that sometimes a more sophisticated approach with relativistic formalism, and a more complicated dynamical theory etc. would be better. But, for states like the deuteron with small binding energy and comparatively heavy constituents, a nonrelativistic treatment should already give a very good first approximation, especially for heavy constituents. The simplicity of this approach also has another great advantage: The results can easily be understood and checked by a broad class of readers.
In Sect. 2 the formalism for the universal pion exchange potential is summarized when applied to NN and meson-meson channels introducing the relative coupling number, ?J, as an overall strength parameter for the potential. In Sect. 3, the most important features, which can be learnt from the deuteron are summarized, and Sect. 4 discusses how the numerical solutions are obtained. Sections 5 and 6 are the central sections of this paper where the application to pseudoscalar-vector (P l?) and, respectively, the vector-vector (VI~) deusons are discussed, giving the quantum numbers of states that should exist or might exist. Finally Sect. 7 contains the conclusions.
20ne-pion exchange
The broken chiral symmetry of QCD predicts that the pion is singled out as the by far lightest hadron. That the pion is very light, especially when measured in terms of squared masses, has of course been experimentally known for much longer time than QCD. Therefore, one has known for a long time that the pion plays a very important rSle in the dynamics of hadrons, when long distance effects are important. In nuclear physics pion exchange was traditionally the first mechanism proposed for understanding nuclear binding. In fact, the pion was predicted by Yukawa in 1935 [20] long before it was found experimentally in 1947 [21] .
The first step in studying the effects of virtual pions is to find the one-pion exchange potential. The modern way of deriving this is from the QCD Lagrangian using chiral perturbation theory (see e.g. [16] ). To make things simple, one can derive an effective quark pion interaction g yu
where f is the pion decay constant ~ 132 MeV and g can be considered as an effective pion quark pseudovector coupling constant. This leads in a nonrelativistic approximation for heavy constituents, and using SU6 wave functions for the hadrons, to the following effective Hamiltonians for quarks, nucleons, vector mesons and for the pseudoscalar (P) vector meson (V) transition
g (X. V) (r. rQ (4) //.vv=-7
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where o" and 27 are the spin matrices for spin 1/2 and 1 respectively, g the polarisation vector for the vector meson and T the Pauli isospin matrices. The three first of these (2-4) are operators to be sandwiched between spin 1/2 or spin 1 spinors, whereas for the ztP V transition the corresponding matrix element is already taken. The factor 5/3 in the pion nucleon coupling of (3) is the usual factor obtained in evaluating the matrix element for pion emission from nucleons with S U6wave functions, which is perhaps more familiar when it is similarily evaluated for the axial vector coupling constant gA" These relations are not expected to be exact, but are generally believed to be right to whithin about 30%, which is sufficient for our present exploratory purpose. These relations lead to a one-pion exchange potential in momentum space for I= 1/2 constituents of the form
V~ (NN)
25 g2 1 -9 f2 (Tl"%)Orl"q)(cr2"q) q2+mZ ~ ,
(P v+ re) _ g2 1 f2 (zl" z2) (g l" q) (g*" q) q2 + tt2,
where the constituents are assumed to be isodoublets, and the normalization r e = a 2 = 3, 272 = 2 is used. For I= 1, 0 constituents (p, co) only the isospin factor, TI.T 2, needs to be replaced by an SU3f weight [2] . In the PV transition potential (8) m 2 is replaced by pz_ -rn. 2 _ (m v _ me)2, whereby one can take into account, at least approximately, the recoil effect due to the fact the P and V constituents can have unequal masses.
Let us introduce the constant
